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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž . Ž .Let H and K be complex Hilbert spaces. Let B H and B H, K be the
Banach space of all bounded linear operators acting on H and from H into
Ž . Ž . Ž .K, respectively. For given A g B H , B g B K, H , and C g B H, K the
w xwell-known Parrott's theorem 6 states that the partially specified opera-
tor matrix
A Bž /C ?
has a contraction completion if and only if AAU q BBU F 1 and AUA q
U ŽC C F 1. All solutions of this problem can also be parameterized see, for
w x.example, 1 .
We use the Parrott's theorem to answer the following question. Charac-
A BŽ . 5 5terize those operators T s with T s 1 for which it is possible toC D
find operators X , at least one of them nonzero, such thatj
A q z X B q z X1 1 2 2 F 1,ž /C q z X D q z X3 3 4 4
< <where z , 1 F j F 4, are complex numbers, z F 1.j j
We give an application of this result in Section 4, Theorem 13, where we
prove an operator matrix variant of the well-known Thorp]Whitley theo-
w xrem 7, Theorem 3.2 .
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The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a
definition of matrix extreme points and prove the main results, which are
Theorems 2 and 7. Section 3 considers the 2 = 2 case in more detail, and
in Section 4 we give a different proof of the Thorp]Whitley theorem and
use it in our context.
Let us introduce some notation. Let H , i s 1, . . . , n be complex Hilberti
Ä n ÄŽ .spaces. For H s [ H and T g B H the operator T can be representediis1
Ž . Ž .as an n = n operator matrix, i.e., T s T with T g B H , H . Anjk n=n jk k j
² :operator T is called positive and is denoted by T G 0 if Tx, x G 0 for all
Ž U .x. If T is a contraction, then 1 y T T is a positive operator, and its
Ž .positive square root will be denoted by D . For an operator T , R T andT
R T will denote the range of T and the closure of the range of T ,Ž .
respectively. With Ty1 we denote the closed operator defined by
y1¡ H<T x if x g R TŽ .Ž .Žker T .y1 ~T x s
H¢0 if x g R T ,Ž .
Ž . ² :and x m y stays for the rank one operator defined by x m y z s z, y x.
Ž . Ž . Ž . ULet S, T g B H, K . Recall that R S : R T if and only if SS F
l2TTU for some positive number l, which happens if and only if S s TM
UŽ . 5 5 w xfor some operator M with R M : R T , M F l 3 .Ž .
2. DEFINITION AND MAIN RESULTS
The notions of real and complex extreme points are central to our
results. Recall that a real extreme point e of a convex set K, hereafter
called an extreme point, is one for which the condition e q ay; y1 F a F
41 : K implies that y s 0.
Similarly, we define a point e of a convex set K to be a complex extreme
 < < 4 w xpoint of K if e q zy; z F 1 : K implies that y s 0 7 .
ÄŽ . Ž .For an operator matrix S s S g B H and a scalar matrix Z sjk n=n
Ž .z denotejk n=n
Z)S s z S .Ž .jk jk n=n
By analogy we have the following definition:
Ž . 5 5DEFINITION 1. Operator matrix T s T with T s 1 is a matrixjk n=n
ÄŽ . 5 5extreme point of the unit sphere in B H if from T q Z)S F 1 for
Ž . < <every scalar matrix Z s z with z F 1, it follows that S s 0.jk n=n jk
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Remark. The set of matrix extreme points of the unit sphere always
contains the set of complex extreme points.
Ž . 5 5PROPOSITION 1. For T s T with T s 1, the following assertionsjk n=n
are equi¤alent:
Ž .i T is a matrix extreme point.
Ž . 5 5ii If T q aE )S F 1 for all 1 F j, k F n, where a s "1, " ijk
and E are matrix units, then S s 0.jk
Ž . Ž . 5 5Proof. i « ii : From T q aE )S F 1 by triangle inequality wejk
5 5 5 5 w xget T q uE )S F 1 and T q i¤E )S F 1 for u, ¤ g y1, 1 . There-jk jk
< <fore for any complex number z s u q i¤ , z F 1,
5 5 5 5 5 52T q zE )S F T q uE )S q T q i¤E )S F 2.jk jk jk
Ž . < <Now take Z s z with z F 1. Thenjk n=n jk
n
2 25 52n T q Z)S s 2T q z E )S F 2n .Ž .Ý jk jk
j, ks1
5 Ž 2 . 5Hence T q Z) 1r2n S F 1 and S s 0. The other direction is clear so
the proof is finished.
A BŽ .If T s is a contraction on a Hilbert space H [ K, then theC D
Ž w x.Parrott's theorem see 1 says that each entry of the matrix T belongs to
a set of the form
W s U q RZS ; Z is a contraction from R S into R R , 4Ž . Ž .
which can be viewed as an analogue of a disc in the complex plane.
Explicitly, D belongs to a set
U
U UW s yKA L q D ZD ; Z : R D “ R D is a contraction ,Ž . Ž . 4D K L L K
y1 Ž y1 U .U y1U Uwhere L s D B and K s D C . Here the expression D B meansA A A
Ž . Ž . y1U Uthat R B : R D ; hence L s D B is a bounded operator. We getA A
analogous descriptions of sets W , W , and W .A B C
Ž . ŽIn the case of an n = n contraction T s T the same is true referjk n=n
w xto 2, pp. 38, 40 for exact descriptions of the sets W .jk
From the preceding discussion and Proposition 1 we get
Ž .THEOREM 2. Contraction T s T is a matrix extreme point of thejk n=n
ÄŽ .unit sphere in B H if and only if each entry T is a complex extreme point ofjk
a set W .jk
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Sets W are convex and compact in weak operator topology. Thus thejk
Krein]Milman theorem ensures the existence of extreme points.
w xWe will need the following two lemmas. For the first see 2, p. 6 .
Ž .LEMMA 3. Let A and C be positi¤e operators in B H and, respecti¤ely,
Ž .B K . The following are equi¤alent:
A BŽ . Ž .i The operator is positi¤e.UB C
Ž . Ž .ii There exists a unique contraction S in B R C , R A such thatŽ . Ž .
B s A1r2SC1r2.
If C is invertible, then from the preceding lemma it follows that
A B y1 UŽ .operator is positive if and only if BC B F A.UB C
The following lemma is less known. For the sake of completeness we
include the proof.
LEMMA 4. The operator
X SC1r2 ,
U1r2ž /C S C








U1r2C S C q 0n
1 U 11r2 y1 1r2 y1Ž . Ž .is also positive. Hence SC C q C S F X. But C C q con-n n
verges in strong operator topology to a projector on R C . So we getŽ .
USS F X.
Let H and K be Hilbert spaces. Extreme points of the set U s Z; Z:
4 U UH “ K contraction are those with ZZ s 1 or Z Z s 1 . Furthermore,K H
we can prove
PROPOSITION 5. Extreme and complex extreme points of the set U coin-
cide.
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Proof. It is clear that every extreme point is also a complex extreme
point. Suppose that Z is not an extreme point of a set U. Hence we can
5 5 U Uget a nonzero operator X satisfying Z " X F 1. Thus Z Z q X X F
1 , and from the latter we getH
Z 0 ZU X U ZZU ZX Us F 1.U Už / ž / ž /X 0 0 0 XZ XX
Ž U . Ž .UHence, by Lemma 3, R ZX : R D . Take any vector y g K withZ
5 U 5 U U UX y s 1, y g K, with ZX y s D y and x g K with D x / 0.1 Z 1 Z
5 5 5 5 2 5 5 2Furthermore, take e ) 0 satisfying 2e x y q e x F 1 and define1
Y s eD U x m X U y.Z
For a s "1, " i, we have
U
Z q a Y Z q a YŽ . Ž .
U 2
U Us ZZ q D ae y m x q ae x m y q e x m x D F 1,Ž .Z 1 1 Z
and Z is not a complex extreme point.
 4  4Put V s Z; Z: R L “ R K contraction and W s KZL; Z g V .Ž . Ž .
Then we can prove
PROPOSITION 6. The following assertions are equi¤alent:
Ž .i Z is an extreme point of the set V .
Ž .ii Z is a complex extreme point of the set V .
Ž .iii KZL is an extreme point of the set W .
Ž .iv KZL is a complex extreme point of the set W .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i m ii by Proposition 5 and iii « iv .
Ž . Ž .i « iii : Assume that KZL is not an extreme point of the set W .
ŽŽ . .Then we can write KZL s K S q T r2 L, where S, T g V and S / T.
Since the operator K is one to one on the closure of its range, it follows
ŽŽ . . ŽŽ . .that ZLx s S q T r2 Lx for all x g H. Hence Z s S q T r2 , and Z
is not an extreme point of the set V .
Ž . Ž .iv « ii : Assume that Z is not a complex extreme point of the set
V . Hence there is a nonzero operator X satisfying Z q a X g V , a s
"1, " i. Then KZL q aKXL g W , and we have to prove that KXL / 0.
Ž . Ž .If KXL were zero, then we would have K Z q X L s K Z y X L, and
as above we conclude that Z q X s Z y X, a contradiction of our as-
sumption that operator X is nonzero.
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From the discussion preceding Theorem 2, each entry T of the con-jk
Ž .traction T s T can be written in the formjk n=n
T s U q R Z S ,jk jk jk jk jk
where Z is a contraction from R S into R R .Ž . Ž .jk jk jk
Combining Theorem 2 and Proposition 6, we get
Ž .THEOREM 7. Contraction T s T is a matrix extreme point of thejk n=n
UÄŽ .unit sphere in B H if and only if for e¤ery j and e¤ery k, Z Z s 1 orŽ .jk jk R R jk
UZ Z s 1 .Ž .jk jk R Sjk
3. THE 2 = 2 CASE
In the case of a 2 = 2 operator matrix we can get a more explicit
characterization of matrix extreme points.
U U Ž .Ž .UFirst we need some notation. AA q BB s A B A B , and denote
1r2U U
U1 y AA y BB s D .Ž . Ž A B .
Similarly, denote
1r2U U
A1 y A A y B B s D .Ž . Ž .B
We will also need the following lemma:
U Ž .LEMMA 8. Let A s A , B G 0, and yB F A F B. Then R A :
Ž 1r2 .R B .
15 5Proof. With no loss of generality we can assume B s . From2
<² : < ² :Ax, x F Bx, x , using polarization identity and triangle inequality, it
follows that
<² : < ² : ² :Ax , y F Bx , x q By , y .
Set y s Ax to get
12 2A F B q ABA F B q A .2
2 1r2Ž . Ž .Hence A F 2 B and R A : R B .
A B UŽ .For a contraction T s we have 1 y TT G 0. So by Lemma 3 weC D
U Uget a uniquely determined contraction S: R D “ R D suchŽ . Ž .ŽC D . Ž A B .
that
ACU q BDU s D U SD U .Ž A B . ŽC D .
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Suppose that we have found a nonzero operator X for which
A " X B F 1.ž /C D
Then we have
1 y AAU y BBU . XAU . AXU y XX U y ACU q BDU . XCUŽ .
U U U U Už /y CA q DB . CX 1 y CC y DDŽ .
G 0. 1Ž .
From this it follows that
1 y AAU y BBU y XX U y ACU q BDUŽ .
G 0.U U U Už /y CA q DB 1 y CC y DDŽ .
Using Lemma 4 we obtain the condition
UU
U U U UXX F D D D D ;Ž . Ž .Ž A B . S Ž A B . S
hence
D U D U / 0. 2Ž .Ž A B . S
Ž . wŽ U U . U xwŽ U U .Also from 1 we can conclude CA q DB " CX CA q DB "
U xU U U Ž U .Ž U .U UCX F 1 y CC y DD , and from this CX CX F 1 y CC y
DDU. Write
CX U s D U M , 3Ž .ŽC D .
Ž . Ž .Uwhere R M : R D . Rewrite condition 1 asŽ .ŽC D .
D2 U . XAU . AXU y XX U y D U S " MU D UŽ .Ž A B . Ž A B . ŽC D .
G 0.
U 2
U U Už /yD S D " M DŽ .ŽC D . Ž A B . ŽC D .
U 2Ž .U UBecause R S D " M : R D , by Lemma 4 we can concludeŽ .Ž A B . ŽC D .
D U S " MU SUD U " M F D2 U . XAU . AXU y XX U .Ž . Ž .Ž A B . Ž A B . Ž A B .
4Ž .
It follows that
XX U q MUM F D U D2U D U ;Ž A B . S Ž A B .
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w xhence from 4, Theorem 2.2
1
U U U 2
U UR X q R M s R XX q M M : R D D .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž A B . S
Ž .Also from condition 4 it follows that
" MUSUD U q XAU " D U SM q AXU F D U D2U D U .Ž . Ž .Ž A B . Ž A B . Ž A B . S Ž A B .
Since
R MUSUD U q XAU : R X q R MU : R D U D UŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž A B . Ž A B . S
from Lemma 8, we get
R D U SM q AXU : R D U D U . 5Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž A B . Ž A B . S
Summing up, from the assumption
A " X B F 1 for X / 0,ž /C D
Ž . Ž . Ž .using conditions 2 , 3 , and 5 , we obtain
Ž . U Ua D D / 0.Ž A B . S
Ž . Ub There exist vectors y / 0 and ¤ g R D satisfyingŽ .ŽC D .
Cy s D U ¤ .ŽC D .
D U S¤ q Ay g R D U D U .Ž .Ž A B . Ž A B . S
Ž . Ž .Now assume that conditions a and b are satisfied. Choose a nonzero
Ž .U Uvector x g R D D and write it asŽ A B . S
x s D U D U u.Ž A B . S
Then write
D U S¤ q Ay s D U D U zŽ A B . Ž A B . S
5 5and assume y s 1. Take e ) 0 such that
5 5 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 22e u z q e 1 q ¤ u F 1.Ž .
Then
2 5 5 2"e z m u " e u m z q e 1 q ¤ u m u F 1Ž .
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and
"e D U S¤ q Ay m D U D U uŽ .Ž A B . Ž A B . S
" eD U D U u m D U S¤ q AyŽ .Ž A B . S Ž A B .
2 5 5 2 2U U U U U U Uq e 1 q ¤ D D u m D D u F D D D .Ž . Ž A B . S Ž A B . S Ž A B . S Ž A B .
Rearrange this as
U
U U U UD S " eD u m ¤ S " eD u m ¤ DŽ . Ž .Ž A B . S S Ž A B .
F D2 U . e Ay m x . e x m Ay y e 2 x m x .Ž A B .
UŽŽ . .U UAs R S " eD u m ¤ : R D , using Lemma 4, it follows thatŽ .S ŽC D .
A " e x m y B F 1.ž /C D
Operator 1 y TUT is also positive. So there is a uniquely determined
B Acontraction R: R D “ R D such that. .ž / ž /Ž ŽD C
U U
A BA B q C D s D RD .Ž . Ž .C D
Now repeating the above steps, we get analogous conditions, and we
summarize them all in the following theorem:
A BŽ . 5 5THEOREM 9. For an operator T s with T s 1, the followingC D
assertions are equi¤alent:
A " X BŽ . 5Ž .5i F 1 for X / 0.C D
Ž . U U Uii D D / 0, and there exist ¤ectors y / 0 and ¤ g R DŽ .Ž A B . S ŽC D .
satisfying
Cy s D U ¤ .ŽC D .
D U S¤ q Ay g R D U D U .Ž .Ž A B . Ž A B . S
BŽ . Uiii D D / 0, and there exist ¤ectors y / 0 and ¤ g R D .ž /A R 1 1 Ž DŽ .C
satisfying
U
BB y s D ¤ .1 1Ž .D
A
U
A UD R¤ q A y g R D D .ž /1 1 RŽ . Ž .C C
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In the cases of diagonal, row, and column contractions we can get nice
and explicit characterizations of matrix extreme points.
A 0Ž .PROPOSITION 10. If T s , then T is a matrix extreme point of the0 D
unit sphere if and only if TTU s 1 or TUT s 1.
Proof. From the Parrott's theorem we get W and W equal unit ballA D
and
U UW s D ZD ; Z : R D “ R D contraction ,Ž . Ž . 4B A D D A
U UW s D ZD ; Z : R D “ R D contraction .Ž . Ž . 4C D A A D
Operator T is a matrix extreme point if and only if A and D are extreme
points of the unit ball and 0 is an extreme point of the sets W and W .B C
 4The latter happens if and only if W s W s 0 . With no loss of generalityB C
we can assume AAU s 1. If DDU / 1 we must have DUD s 1. But from
U U 4W s 0 we get A A s 1. So T T s 1, and we are done.C
A BŽ .For a row contraction T s , if A is not injective, with the same0 0
method as in Theorem 9, we get a nonzero operator X for which
A B A B5Ž .5 Ž .F 1. Hence for T s , to be a matrix extreme point, A and B"X 0 0 0
A " X B5Ž .5must be injective. From Theorem 9 the condition F 1 for X / 00 0
Ž . Ž .  4Uis equivalent to R A l R D / 0 .Ž A B .
Another approach is via Parrott's theorem. Now,
y15 5 UW s ZD ; Z : R D “ K, Z F 1 , L s D A ,Ž . 4C L L B
and
y15 5 UW s ZD ; Z : R D “ K, Z F 1 , L s D B.Ž . 4D L L A
So 0 is an extreme point of sets W and W if and only ifC D
U Uy1 y1 y1 y1
U U U UD A D A s 1 and D B D B s 1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B B A A
Ž .It is easy to see that in this case A respectively B is also an extreme point
Ž .of set W respectively W . So we have provedA B
A BŽ . 5 5PROPOSITION 11. For an operator T s with T s 1, the following0 0
assertions are equi¤alent:
Ž .i T is a matrix extreme point of the unit sphere.
Ž .ii A and B are injecti¤e, and
U U  4R A l R D s R B l R D s 0 .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž A B . Ž A B .
Ž . Ž y1 .U Ž y1 . Ž y1 .U Ž y1 .U U U Uiii D A D A s 1, and D B D B s 1.B B A A
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A 0Ž .For the third case, column contraction T s , use Proposition 11 andC 0
the fact that T is a matrix extreme point if and only if TU is.
4. THORP]WHITLEY THEOREM
w xThe following theorem is a slight generalization of 7, Theorem 3.2 . The
proof is different and shorter.
THEOREM 12. Let f be an analytic function mapping the interior of the
Ž .unit disc into a complex Banach space X and suppose that f z g W for
< < Ž .z - 1, where W is a con¤ex and closed subset of X . If f 0 is a complex
Ž . < <extreme point of the set W , then f z is constant for z - 1.
 < < 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let D s z; z - 1 . Write f z s x q g z , where g 0 s 0.0
Ž . ‘ n < <Since g is analytic we can write g z s Ý c z , for z - 1, where thens1 n
Ž .c are in X . We suppose that c is the first nonzero coefficient of g z .n m
Ž .Now, let G be a continuous linear functional with G c / 0 and let a bem
m Ž . Ž wa complex number such that a s G c . Then we can write refer to 5, p.m
x.78
m
G g z s h z ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . 2 < < w xwhere h z s az q a z q ??? for z - 1. By 5, Theorem 5.1 h is a local2
analytic isomorphism at the origin; hence 0 is an interior point of the set
Ž . Ž . < <h D . So az g h D for z sufficiently small and
mG c z g G g D : G co g D ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .m
where co g D is the closed convex hull of the range of g. As this is alsoŽ .Ž .
Ž .true for continuous linear functionals with G c s 0, by the Hahn]Banachm
m mtheorem c z g co g D , and thus x q c z g W . Since x is aŽ .Ž .m 0 m 0
complex extreme point of the set W , we must have c s 0.m
w xRemark. If W equals the closed unit ball, we get Theorem 3.2 of 7 ,
using the maximum modulus theorem.
THEOREM 13. Let f , for 1 F j, k F n, be an analytic function mappingjk
Ž . 5Ž Ž .. 5the interior of the unit disc into B H , H and suppose that f z s 1k j jk jk n=n
< < Ž Ž ..for z - 1. If f 0 is a matrix extreme point of the unit sphere injk jk n=n
ÄŽ .B H , then the functions f are constant.jk
Proof. Put z s 0 except for z . Then the proof is finished usingjk 11
Theorems 2 and 12.
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